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Rationale: Why bother with 
EEG Entropy Estimators?
• The formation and dissolution of cortical 
microstates = ‘Corticodynamic’ entropy
• Limitation of microstates  lower entropy
• Lower entropy  unconsciousness
QUESTIONS
(1) Is the EEG telling us about the Cortex?













• Embedding / Phase-
space Entropies
= Kolmogorov-Sinai
– Approximate Entropy 
and Cross ApEn
– Singular Value 
Decomposition 
Entropy











(Q). Why are the entropy 
estimators “sort-of-the-same” but 
“sort-of-different”?
(A). See how they perform with 
controlled “PseudoEEG” signals
• 1) AR2 model
• 2) White noise + artifacts
• 3) Real EEG + oscillations
(1) Pseudo-EEG series (AR2)
(1) Decreased by
shift to Low-frequency
power and Oscillations. 
< ??EXCEPT DFA ??>





























































• (1a) Anesthetics “make the EEG less free”...
• (1b) The EEG changes  Corticodynamic 
entropy...
• (2a) Entropy estimators  Correlation-Time 
estimators...[DFA; ApEn(m=2)  ApEn(m=5)]
• (2b) Sensitivity to artifacts  to underlying EEG 
signal...[SEN>GSE>SVDen,ApEn]  
